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ON GEODESICS IN THE TANGENT SPACE OF

A FINSLER SPACE

By MAKOTO MATSUMOTO

Let p, be an n-dimensional Finsler space with the fundamental function
L(x,y) (yi=i;i) and the fundamental tensor gij(X,y) = (l/2)tJ,.fJj£2(z,y).
The tangent vector space F:z" with the origin removed at every point x of
F" is, of course, a Minkowski space with the norm L (z, y). On the other
hand, Fz" is also regarded as a Riemannian space with the fundamental
quadratic form ds2=gij(x,y)dldyi [8Ji) , as it is often emphasized in the
monograph [4J. (See, for instance, Remark of p.84 and § 31.) The com
ponents C/J,. of the (h) hv-torsion tensor of p" (Cartan's torsion tensor) are
nothing but the connection coefficients of the Riemannian connection of Fz·

and the v-curvature tensor Sl'i" of F" (Cartan's first curvature tensor) is the
Riemannian curvature tensor of F z". Therefore the concept of geodesic is in
troduced in the Riemannian space Fz" by applying to Pz" the usual theory
of calculus of variations, and a geodesic coincides with an autoparallel curve
with respect to the Riemannian connection.

The Riemannian structure of Fz • is of distinct character, which is due to the
structure of vector space and to the existence of fundamental function. Thus
Cb and S/'j" have certain conspicuous properties, as it is well-known in
Finsler geometry, and it is naturally expected that the geodesics in Fz" must
behave in some interesting manner. We have, however, only two papers [3]
and [2J concerned with those geodesics, so far as the present author knows,
and even these papers are not devoted to the studies of geodesics as the ones
in the Riemannian space. (See § 39 of [4J.)

The purpose of the present paper is to show various results on those ge
odesics and the Jacobi fields along the geodesics. We will find the eccentric
behavior on special geodesic, called the ray. In case of two dimensions the
problem is of extremely simple character and becomes perfectly clear.

The results of the monograph [4J are often quoted in the following with
out too much comment. The quotation is denoted by putting the asterisk.

Received by the editors Sep. 13, 1977.
1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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§ 1. Preliminaries

We suppose throughout the paper that the fundamental function L (x, y)
of Fn is positive-valued, positive-homogeneous of degree one, differentiable
for any non-zero y= (yi) and L(x, 0) =0, and further the quadratic differen
tial form

ds2= g ij (x, y) dyidyi

is positive-definite.
Denote by Mxn the tangent vector space Frn with the origin removed at a

point x of Fn. Then Mxn is thought of as an n-dimensional Riemannian sp
ace with the fundamental form ds2• Because of the equations *(17.1) and
*(17.1') the components C/R(x,y) of the (h)hv-torsion tensor C (*§10) of
the Cartan connection cr of Fn are the connection coefficients of the Rie
~nian connection of .Mxn equipped with the above Riemannian structure.
Further the v-curvature tensor S of cr (* § 10) is nothing but the Riema
nnian curvature tensor of Mxn, as it is seen from *(10.7') and *(17.20).

Throughout the paper we are concerned with Mxn at the only one point
$ of Fn and do not write x explicitly for all the quantities such as L(y),
gij (y) and C/R(y).

The concept of geodesic in this Riemannian space M:rn is first introduced
by the present author in 1964 [3J, called the v-path. (See *Definition 39.
1 and * (39. 6).) It is given by the differential equations

(1.1) d2yi +C.i ( ) dyj dyi =0
dr JRY ds ds •

In the Riemannian space M:rn we are familiar with the concept of cova
riant differentiation Ds along a curve C=y{s). For a Finsler tensor field· T
-of Fn it is written in the form

(1. 2) . DT=LJtJT(~)
s ds '

where LIT} is the v-covariant differentiation with respect to the Cartan connec
tion cr of Fn (*Definition 9.5) and is regarded as the usual covariant
.differentiation in Mxn. For a Finsler scalar field a it is given by Dsa=a',
where and in the following the prime indicates d/ds. In particular DsY=y' ;
it is denoted by Ys. Then we havefOl' a Finsler vector iield U

(1.3) DsU= U'+C(U,ys),

where the notation C(U, V) for two vectors U, V is used to denote the vec
tor with the components C/kUiVk. As a cOJ)sequence .the equations (1.1)
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-are written in the simple form

(1.1') Dsys=O.

The concept of ]acobi field along a geodesic C=y (s) plays the essential
role in the theory of geodesics; it is a vector field J satisfying the so-called
]acobi differential equations

(1. 4) Ds2J+S(y" y" J) =0,

where S( U, V, W) for three vectors V, V, W stands for the vector with the
components ShijkUhVjWk. On account of the well-known expression

Shijk =ChrkCrij- ChrjCrik

of the v-curvature tensor S, the equation (1. 4) are also written in the form

(1. 4') D,2J+C(y., C(y" J» -C(J, C(y" Ys» =0.

Next we use the notation <U, V)y to indicate the inner product gij(Y) Vi
Vi of two vectors U, V. It then follows from the equation akgij=2Ciik or
the metrical property of i1v that

(1. 5) (<U, V»'=<DsV, V)+<U, DsV)

for two vector fields U, V along a curve C=y (s). As in (1. 5), we do not
write the subscript Y to show the point where the inner product is evalua
ted, in case there is no danger of confusion. Since s is the arc length of
the curve C, we obtain

(1. 6) <Y" Ys) = 1.

.It is, however, remarked that (1. 6) does not mean £2 (y,) =gij(y,hhi=

(y" y,)y,=l, but gii(y)yhi= (y" Y,)y=l.

§ 2. On the rays

We first pay attention to the vector space character of Mzn. yes) of a
·curve C=y(s) shows a point of C and also the radius vector of the point.
Then the value L (y (s» is called the length of the radius vector.

The equation V(y)=<y,y)y will be naturally understandable by <y,Y)y=
gij(y)yiyi= £2 (y) , but it is to be remarked that in the notation <y,y)y we
ragard y as the tangent vector at the point y of Mzn (*Example 2.2).

For a geodesic C=y (s) it is observed from (1. 1') and (1. 6) that

(£2(y»'=2<y,ys), (L2(y»"=2,

which implies

£2(y(s» = (s-c)2+co, <y,ys)=s-c,
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where C and Co are some constants. Since ds2 is supposed to be posltlve
definite, we have the notion of angle yAys between the radius vector yes) and
the tangent vector Ys of C. It follows from the above and (1. 6) that

( A) (y, Ys> s-c
cos y Ys = L(y(s» -v'(s-c)2+co·

Hence the constant Co must be non-negative. Consequently we have

PROPOSITION 1. The length L(y(s» of the radius vector of a geodesic C=
yes) in M:/J is written as

(l) L2(y(s» = (s-c)2+h2

in terms of the arc length s of C, where c and h (~O) are constants. Further
we have

(y, ys>=s-c,(2)

(3)
s-c

cos (yAys) = 1/ (s-c}2+h2

The non-negative constant h is called the height of the geodesic. Since a
geodesic is uniquely determined by giving the initial point yo and the initial
direction yso at yO, we choose yO as L(yO) =h for a given positive hand Yso
orthogonal to yO to obtain the geodesic with the height h.

REMARK. Although the inequality L(y(s» ~h holds good for any geodes
ic, it can not be stated that L(y(s» reaches the minimum h. In fact, we
should be careful about the fact that the origin is removed in Mxn, and it
may be possible Mxn is not complete. We shall soon show that Mxn is really
not complete, hence it is not sure that any geodesic can be extendable to
the point s=c giving the minimum to L(y(s».

DEFINITION. If the radius vector yes) of a curve C=y(s) is positive-pro
portional to a non-zero constant vector Yo, then C is called a ray.

Hence there exists for the ray C=y(s) a positive-valued function pes)
such as y (s) = p (s)yo. The equation (1. 6) implies

. . 1= (p') 2(yo, Yo> y= (p') 2gij (PYo)YoiYOi= (p') 2£2 (Yo),

because of the special condition of the metric such that gij(y) is posltlve
homogeneous of degree zero. The non-zero constant vector Yo may be as
sumed to be unit (L(yo) =1) and we obtain P=S+Cl (Cl being a constant)
by suitable choice of the orientation of s. Conseqeuntly we obtain the
equation of the ray:
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(2.1) y(s) = (S+Cl)YO, (L(yo) =1).

LEMMA 1. A curve C=y(s) is a ray, iff the radius vector yes) is propor
tional to the tangent vector Ys'

Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious from (2. 1) . Suppose
conversely yes) be proportional to Ys' Then we may put ys=y(s)/L(y(s»
and the integration gives Iyi(s) I=ciexpeJ L-1ds) with n non-negative con
stants ci• Putting YOi= ±ci, we conclude the positive-proportionality of yes)
to Yo.

LEMMA 2. A geodesic C=y(s) has the height h=O, iff yes) is proportional
to the tangent vector Ys'

This will be clear from (3) of Proposition 1. Therefore a geodesic is a
ray, iff the height h vanishes. In fact any ray is a geodesic, because we
see from (2. 1) y" =0 and

C/k(y(s»ysi= 1 C/i(yo)Yoi=O.
S+Cl

Next, paying attention to the absence of the origin in Mz", we introduce

DEFINITION. A curve C of Mz " is called abnormal, if C has a Cauchy point
sequence which converges to the origin of Fz"; otherwise C is called nor
mal.

From (2. 1) it is obvious that any ray is abnormal. We treat an abnormal
geodesic C=y(s). Since L(O) =0 is supposed and L(y) is continuous at y=
0, Proposition 1 shows that the height h of C must be equal to zero and C
IS a ray.

We sum up the above results in the following:

THEOREM 1. (1) A ray is an abnormal geodesic and the inverse is true. (2)
A geodesic is a ray, iff the radius vector is proportional to the tangent vector
or the height vanishes.

Since a ray is an abnormal geodesic, it can not be infinitely extendable
to both sides. Then, according to the well-known theorem on the com
pleteness of Riemannian space, we conclude

CoROLLARY. The Riemannian space M x", the tangent space 0/ a Finsler
space F" with the origin removed at a point x, is not complete.

REMARK. A theorem due to K. Nomizu and H. Ozeki [5J asserts the exi
st-ence of a complete Riemannian metric which is ronformal to the given
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(3.4)

Rie.mannian metric. But we are not interested in the theorem because of M.
S. Knebelman's theorem [6, p.224]: The conformal factor of any con
formal transformation of a Finsler metric must be a function of position

::c alone.

§ 3. On complete geodesics.

It has been seen that a ray (abnormal geodesic) has the origin as a limit
point and can not be extendable over it. The purpose of the present section
is to show the following Theorem 2. We first introduce

DEFINITION. If a normal geodesic C in M:;cn is infinitely extendable to both
sides, then C is called complete.

T~REM 2. In two-dimensional case all the normal geodesics in M:;c2 are
complete.

For a complete geodesic C=y(s) the length L(y(s» of the radius vector
yes) reaches the minimum h (height) at the point s=c in the notations of
Proposition 1. This point is called the foot of C. Then we take the foot as
the initial point of the arc length s to obtain

(3.1) £2(y(s»=s2+k2, <y,ys)=s.

To prove Theorem 2, we refer to the Berwald frame (1, m) and the
Landsberg angle fJ of the space F2 (* § 28). The pair (L,8) is regarded as
a coordinate of a point of M:;c2. Let us first write the equations (1.1') of
a geodesic in terms of this coordinate. By the equation *(28. 5) we have

L'(3.2) Ys=yY+LfJ'm.

On the other hand the equations *(28. 4) and *(28. 2) yield

0'
fJ'=<m,ys)/L, Dsm=yY.

Hence we obtain from (3.2)

(3.3) Dsys=[ (L' / L)'+ (L' / L)2- (O')2]y+[(L8')' +L'8']m.

Accordingly the equations of geodesic are written in the form

(1) (L' / L)'+ (L' /L)2- (8')2=0,

(2) (LO')'+L'8'=0.

Now we integrate these equations. It follows first from (2) that V8' =ao
(constant). Then, in virtue of the equation in Proposition 1, the equation
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(1) of (3.4) is reduced to ao2 =h2, so that we may put ao=h by suitable
choice of the orientation of fJ. Thus we establish

THEOREM 3. Any normal geodesic of a two-dimensional M x 2 is given by the
parametric equations

s-c8= Arctan-
h
- +a

in terms of the length L of the radius vector and the Landsberg angle fJ, whe
re c, h (>0) and a are constants.

Now Theorem 2 is a corollary of Theorem 3. In fact the equations in
Theorem 3 are defined for all real number s and satisfy the equations (3.4)
of geodesic.

Remember the parametric equations of a straight line in a euclidean plane
in terms of polar coordinate. Then it is noticed that the equations in The
orem 3 is quite reasonable, as (L, fJ) is regarded as a generalization of pol
ar coordinate in a euclidean plane (cf. *Remark of p. 145).

We pay attention to the well-known fact (*Poposition 28.3) that the v
curvature tensor S vanishes identically in any two-dimensional Finsler space.
Therefore the sectional curvature of the Riemannian space M x 2 vanishes,
hence the well-known theorem due to 1. J. Schoenberg [7J leads us imme
diately to

THEOREM 4. Any normal geodesic of a two-dimensional M x 2 has no conjugate
point and is the relative shortest (minimal) geodesic.

See the remark at the end of § 6.

§ 4. On geodesic surfaces

In this section the consideration is restricted to the Riemannian space Mxn
of dimension n more than two, and we are concerned with special two
dimensional subspaces of Mxn:

DEFINITION. Let C=y(s) be a normal curve in Mxn (n>2). The surface
S defined by the equation z(s, t) =ty(s) with the parameters (s, t) is called
the surface generated by C, where the parameter t is supposed to be positive.
If C is a normal geodesic, then S is called the geodesic surface.

Thus the surface S generated by C is a conical surface with the origin
(although it is removed) as the vertex and the ray through every point of
C is the generator of S.

We consider a geodesic surface S generated by a normal geodesic C= y (s) •
Denoting the parameters (s, t) of S as (ta ) (a= 1, 2), we have two tangent
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vectors Za of S;

Makoto Matsumoto

Zl=OZ/Ot1=ty., Z2=OZ/ot2=y.

By Theorem 1 it is seen that Zl and Z2 are linearly independent. By (1. 6)
and Proposition 1 the fundamental tensor gaP=g;jZaiZi induced on S is
given by

gll=t2, g12=t (s-c) , g22= (s-c)2+h2.

The det(gaP) = (th)2; it does not vanish by Theorem 1, and S has the
positive-definite metric. The reciprocal g"P of gaP is given by

g ll (s-c)2+h2 12- s-c g22=_1_
(th) 2 g - -~, h2 •

It is easy to show that the surviving Christoffel symbols raPT and raPT of
S. are F ll2=t, F 122=s-c and Fl12=l/t alone.

The second fundamental tensors HapP (P=3, "', n) of S with respect to
n-2 orthonormal vectors N p to S are given by the Gauss formula

~;; +C(Za, ZfJ) -FhZr=HapPNp •

By means of (1.1), the homogeneity of C/k(y) and the equation C/k(y)yk
=0 it is observed that

HllP N/=t ~~i +C/k(ty)t2YiY/=0,

H 12PNp ;= Y/+ C/k(ty)tyiyk- ; ty/=O,

H22PNp i=C/k(ty) yjyk= 0.

~hus all the Hal vanish, and the geodesic surface S is totally geodesic.
Further the curvature tensor R afJro of S is given by the Gauss equation; it

is now of the simple form

Raf3ro=Skijk(Z)ZakZiZ/Zi.
, ,

Thus R l212 =O is easily seen by the homogeneity of Sk;jk(Y) and the equation
Sl!ijk (y)yk= 0, so that we have Rapro=O, and S is flat.

To derive more interesting property of the geodesic surface S, we deal
with the extrinsic equation of a geodesic on the indicatrix I",(L(y) =1) at
the point x of P. The theory of indicatrix as a hypersurface of the Rie
mannian space Mxn has been developed in *§ 31. Let y=y(u1, "', un-I) be
the parametric equation of I", and put Ya=oY/OUa (a=l, ···,n-I). Then the
Gauss formula of Ix (* (31. 61» is written as
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~~; +C(Ya, Y,s) =r/,sYT-ga,sY,

where ga,s and r/,s (a,(3,r=1,···,n-1) are components of the induced fun
damental tensor and the Christoffel symbols of Ix respectively.

Let r=y(a-) be a curve on Ix with the arc length a as the parameter.
We multiply the above by (duajda-) (du,sjda) to obtain

DqYq= -y+ Yijq2U a,

where Dq is the extrinsic covariant differentiation along r ID MZ" and Oq is
the intrinsic one along r in Ix:

51 2 a= d2ua +r a du,s duT
U
q u da2 ,s T da- do·

The curve r is a geodesic on Ix, iff o/ua=O holds good. Consequently we
have

PROPOSITION 2. In terms of the coordinate (yi) in Mz" a geodesic on the in
dicatrix is given by the equation DqYq= -Y, where a is the arc length of the
geodesic.

We now return to the consideration of the geodesic surface S generated
by the normal geodesic C=y(s). Let r= yea-) be the intersection of S with
Ix. Then yea-) is given by the equation

(4.1)

Differentiation of (4. 1)

(4.2)

Y( ) - yes)
a- - L(y(s»)

by the arc length s of C yields

L' Y +La-' Yq =Ys.

It follows from (4.2) that the equation (1. 6) is written as

(L')2(Y, Y>",+2LL'a-'(Y, Yq)",+ (La-')2(Y." Y.,>,,=l.
Although the inner products in the above are evaluated at the point yes) of
C, the homogeneity of gij(y) and (4.1) yield gij(y)=gij(Y), so that the
above is written as

(4.3) (a')2= 1-g-')2
Next, differentiation of (4.2) yields

(4.4) L" Y + (2L'a'+La") Yq+ L(a')2DqYq=Dsys.

The right-hand side of (4. 4) vanishes by the assumption on C. Further
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the equation in Proposition 1 and (4.3) give

(4.5) (')2=~ (1'(1"= 2h
2
(s-c)

ff L4' L6

Hence (4.4) is reduced to DaYa+ Y=O, and the intersection r is a geodesic
on Ix.

We conversely consider a surface S generated by a geodesic r= Y(ff) on
Ix. The equation of S is given by Z=.Y(ff) with a positive-valued parame
ter., and we deal with a curve C=y(s) =.((1) Y(ff) on S. The equation is.
obviously written in the form y(S)=LY(ff), where L=L(y(s». Then the
equations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) are derived. Since r is a geodesic, (4.4).
is written in the form

(2L'ff' +Lff") Ya+CL" - L (ff') 2J Y= Dsys.

By (4.3) it is seen that the coefficients of the above are written as

2L'ff' +Lff"=

L" - L (ff') 2

LT(V)" - 2J
2L2ff'

(V)" -2
2L

As a consequence, if we choose the curve C such that the length L(y(s»)
s~tisfies (L2)"=2, then Dsys holds good, and C is a geodesic in Mxn. It is
clear that V= (s-c)2+h2 satisfies (V)"=2.

Summarizing up the above results, we establish

THEOREM 5. Every geodesic surface is totally geodesic and flat. Every geo
desic on the indicatrix Ix is the intersection of Ix with a geodesic surface in
Mxn.

This relation between geodesic surfaces in Mxn and geodesics on Ix is
similar to the following fact in a euclidean space: Every geodesic on the
sphere is the intersection of the sphere with a plane through the centre.

§ 5. On Jacobi fields along rays

We are concerned with ]acobi fields along a ray C=y(s) which is given
by the equation (2.1). Then we have already seen C/k(y)ysk=O in §2. It
follows from (1. 3) and (1. 4') that a Jacobi field J along C is given solely
by the differential equation d2J/ds2=O. Consequently

PROPOSITION 3. The components Ji of any Jacobi field J along a ray Care
linear functions of the arc length s of c.
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Therefore we first conclude immediately

LEM.l\fA 3. Any ray has no pair of conjugate points and is the relative short
est geodesic.

Let P 1(Yl=Y(SI)) and P2(Y2=Y(S2)) be two points of the ray C with the
equation (2.1). The arc length P IP2 of C from PI to P 2 is given by

(5.1) P1P2= Is2- s11 = IL(Y2) - L(Yl) I·
We indicate by CO the ray C with the origin 0 added. From the above

point of view or by the improper integral of the arc length the length OP l

of CO from 0 to PI may be defined as OPI=L(Yl)'
In the following we denote by PQ the arc length of a ray from a point

P to a point Q. On the other hand the notation PQ stands for the arc
length of arbitrary curve from P to Q.

Let r be an abnormal curve and rO the curve with the origin 0 added.
The arc length GP of rO is similarly defined by the improper integral. Or
it is defined as follows: Let {Pi} (i=1,2,···) be a Cauchy point sequence
on r which convergers to O. Then GP is equal to the limit of Opi+F;P.

First we compare the arc length OP of the ray with the length OF of a
curve r O from 0 to P, where r is assumed to be enough near to C so that
the following inequalities hold good. Let {Pi} and {Qi} be Cauchy point
sequences on C and r respectively which converge to O. We combine Pi
with Qi by a small arc ri' Then Lemma 3 leads us to the inequalities

PiP<PJJi+ Q;P.
As the limit of the inequalities we obtain

(5.2) - ---
OP~OP.

Next, we compare PQ with the arc length PQ of arbitrary curve r from
P to Q. Take a subdivision P=Po, P b ... , Pn = Q of r, which is assumed
to be enough fine so that the following inequalities hold good. By (5.2)
we obtain

- - ~

OPi~OPi+I+Pi+IPi (i=O,I,···, n-l).
- - ---We sum up all the above inequalities to obtain OP~OQ+PQ.

Thus (5. 1) leads us to

(5.3) PQ~PQ.

Consequently any ray is the shortest geodesic. If the equality holds in
(5.3), then r must be geodesic. In this case we take three points P, Q, R
on the ray in this order and denote by r ...!he r with the arc QR of the
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ray added. Then PR= (arc length of r), so that r is also a shortest geo
desic and must be smooth. Therefore r must coin~ides with the ray.

Consequently we can conclude -

THEOREM 6. Any ray t"s the unt"que shortest geodest"c, combining any two
points of t"t.

§ 6. On Jacobi fields along normal geodesics

The following properties of Jacobi fields along geodesics are well-known
in the general theory of geodesics in Riemannian spaces:

LEMMA 4. (1) The vertical component of a Jacobi field is also a Jacobi
field. (2) The tangent vector field VYs of a geodesic yes) is a Jacobi field, i.D·
v is a linear function of s. (3) If J is a Jacobi field along a geodesic yes),
then (J, Ys) is a linear function of s. (4) If a Jacobi field J along a geodesic
C vanishes at two points of C, then J is orthogonal to C at each point of C.

These are easily shown, but we shall see the proofs in order to know
the reasons. First the vertical component V of a Jacobi field J along a
geodesic C=y(s) is given by

(6.1) V=J- (J, Ys)Ys'

This is really vertical, that is,

(6.2) (V, Ys)=O.

It follows from (1. 1') and (1. 4) that

Ds2V Ds2J- (Ds2J, Ys)Ys

= -S(Ys, YIt V+ (J, Ys)Ys) + (S(Y" y., J), Ys)Ys

=-S(y.,y., V).

Thus (1) is proved. In the above process only the usual skew-symmetry
property Slliji= -SlIiij=-Sihji is effective. Secondly we have D s2(vys) =v"Ys
.and S(Ys, Ys, vYs) =0 by Shij/t.= -Shiij, hence (2) is proved. Thirdly it is seen
that «J,Ys»"=(Ds2J,Ys)=-(S(Ys,y.,J), Ys)=O by Shiji=-Sihji, hence
(3) is proved. Finally, if J vanishes at two points of C, then (J, Ys)

vanishes at these points, hence (3) proves (4).
Consequently we notice that special characters of the v-curvature tensor S

of the Finsler space F" do not play a role in the proofs of Lemma 4. In
the following, however, those special characters are essentially effective.

PROPOSITION 4. A vector field uy(s) is a Jacobi field along a normal geo
desic C=y(s) in Mz", if! u is a constant. (Such a Jacobi field is said to be
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radial. )

In fact, it is seen for J=uy(s) that D/J=u"y+2u'ys and S(Ys, Ys, J) =0
by the special property of S, i. e., Shijk (y) yI' = 0. Hence (1.4) is written as
u"y+2u'ys=0. Thus Theorem 1 completes the proof.

The existence of radial Jacobi field leads us to the concept of parallel nor
mal geodesics. That is, if C=y(s) is a normal geodesic, then the curve C'
with the radius vector uy(s) for a positive constant u is also a normal geo
desic. C' may be called parallel to C.

Let us consider a general Jacobi field J along a normal geodesic C=y(s).
Because the vertical component Vof J is a ]acobi field, we have DszV+
S(Ys, Ys, V) =0, which implies

(6.3) (DsZ V, y) = 0,

because of the equation Shiik(y)yi=O.
From (6.2) and (6.3) we derive (DsV,ys)=Q. Therefore C(V,y»"=O

is easily verified, and we have

(6.4) (V, y) =aOs+ah

where ao and al are constants.
We can put (J, Ys) =bos+bl by (3) of Lemma 4, where bo and bl are con

stants. Consequently (6.1) and (6.4) together with Proposition 1 yield

(6.5) (J, y) =aOs+al + (bos+bl)(s-c).

PROPOSITION 5. Any Jacobi field J along a normal geodesic C=y(s) in M x 71

satisfies the equation (6.5), where

(V, y) =aOs+ah (J, Ys) =boS+bh

V is the vertical component of J and ao, ah bo, bl are constants.

We are concerned with a conjugate point Pz(yz=y(sz» to a point PI(Yl=
y(SI» along a normal geodesic C=y(s). Then there exists a non-zero ]aco
bi field J along C, which vanishes at PI and Pz• (4) of Lemma 4 shows

(6.6) (J,ys)=O,

which implies bo=bl=O and further aO=al=O in Proposition 5, because J
= V. Consequently J is orthogonal to y as well as Ys'

LEMMA 5. If a '['ectol' field U along a normal geodesic C=y(s) is orthogonal
to the geodesic surface S generated by C, then DsU is also orthogonal to S.

In fact, the assumption means (U,y)=(U,Ys)=O. From these equations
we immediately obtain (DsU,y)=<DsU,ys)=O.
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THEOREM 7. In case of dimension more than two, if a point P 2 is a conju
gat~ point to a point PI along a normal geodesic C, then the non-zero J acobi
field J along C, which vanishes at PI and P 2 as well as DsJ, are orthogonal
to the geodesic sm-jace generated by C.

REMARK. Although Theorem 4 has been shown in virtue of the general
theorem of Schoenberg, the above result also proves Theorem 4, because in
Ma? a vector orthogonal to linearly independent vectors yes) and Ys must be
equal to zero.

§ 7. Jacobi fields along geodesics on the indicatrix

In viewpoint of Theorem 7 we are interested in a Jacobi field along a
normal geodesic C, which is orthogonal to the geodesic surface generated by
C. To generalize (2) of Lemma 4 and Proposition 4, we first show

LEMMA 6. The vector field uy+vYs is a Jacobi field along a normal geodesic
C=y(s), i.D" u(s)and v(s) satisfy the differential equations u"=O andv"+2ur

=0.

In fact, from J=uy+vys we obtain

Ds2J=u"y+ (2u' +v")y" S(y" y" J) =0.

Hence Lemma 1 completes the proof.
We now put

(7.1) U=J-uy-vys

for any Jacobi field J along a normal geodesic C= y (s). It follows from
Proposition 1 that U is orthogonal to y and y" iff

(U,y)= <J,y)-uLZ-v(s-c) =0,

<U, Ys)= <J, ys)-u(s-c) -v=O.

Hence we obtain by Propositions 1 and 5

(7.2)
h2v=h2 (bos+b1) - (aas+aL) (s-c).

It is easy to verify that these u and v satisfy the condition in Lemma 6,
hence U given by (7.1) is a Jacobi field. Therefore

PROPOSITION 6. Let J be a Jacobi field along a normal geodesic C=y(s).
Then U defined by (7.1) with (7.2) is a Jacobi field along C and is orthogo
nal to the geodesic surface generated by C, where the notations of Propositions
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1 and 5 are used.

In § 4 we treated a geodesic r on the indicatrix Ix in terms of the coor
dinate (yi) of Mxn. To consider Jacobi fields along r, we deal with a vec
tor field V in Mxn which is defined along a general curve r=u(a) on Ix.
Suppose that it is written as

V=v«Y«+VOy,

where v« are the tangential components to Ix and vO is the normal component
to Ix. In the notations of § 4 and by means of *(31. 6) we obtain the formula
of the covariant derivative D(J V along r:

(7.3) D V-(~ a+ ° dua)y +( dvo ( du »" - O(JV v~ a ~- v, da y,

where (v, du/do) is the inner product on Ix.
Now we are concerned with a Jacobi field Ki=,.aYai along a geodesic r

=u(a) with the extrinsic equation yea). By (7.3) we first obtain

du >(7.4) D(JK=o,,/ta Y a- (10, da y.

By (7.3) agam we obtain from (7.4)

(7 5) D 2K- (~ 2 "a ( du du«) Y -2(d du >• (J - 0" ,. - 10, da >~ a a,., da y.

As 10 is a Jacobi field, it satisfies the differential equations similar to (1. 4) :

~ 2 a+R a duP duT 0-0
0" K P TO d;;- ~K - ,

where RpaTO are components of the curvature tensor of Ix; they are given
by the Gauss equation *(31. 7). Therefore we have

duP dUT oy· S' hY"K" . ( ~>RlTO~~K a'= h'j/'Y(J ,,1 +K'- K, da Y(Ji.

·On the other hand we have (D"K, Y,,>=(o(Jlt, du/do) from (7.4). Conse
.quently (7. 5) is written in the form

(7.5')

This is the extrinsic equation of a Jacobi field K along a geodesic yea) on

Ix·
We now consider a Jacobi field J along a normal geodesic C=y(s), whi

·ch is orthogonal to the radius vector yes). By Theorem 5 the intersection r
of Ix with the geodesic surface S generated by C is a geodesic on Ix. The
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geodesic T is given by the equation (4.1), and there is the relation (4.5)
between the arc length s of C and q of T. Since J is orthogonal to y(s),
it is regarded as a tangent vector to /z at the point Y(q). We shall find a
condition for K=k(s)J(s) to be a Jacobi field along T. We see

a'DqK=k'J +kDsJ,

q"DqK+ (q')2Dq2K=k"J+2k'DsJ+kDs2J.

Paying attention to (1. 4), we obtain the equation (7. 6) from the above.
In this process it is remarked that the tensor S in (1. 4) is evaluated at the
point .1(s), i. e., S;y(Ys, Ys, J). Therefore

Siys, y$7 J) = SLY (L' Y +Lq' Yq, L' Y+Lq' Yq, KIk);

this is equal to (a')2Sy(Yq, Y", K) Ik. Consequently we obtain

h2 ( k')2 k"(7.6) £4 [Dq2K+S(Yq, Yq, K)J+[2 T --k-J K

'( s-c k' )-20' ----y;2 +T DqK=O.

Comparing (7. 6) with (7. 5'), it is finally seen that K = kJ is a Jacobi field
along T, iff the following equations hold good:

(1) (~r-~=~2 k k L4'

(7.7) (2) s-c k'
-V+-k-=O,

(3) <DqK, Yq)=O.

First from' (2) we obtain k=ko/L _Wjith a constant ko, and (1) is automa
tically satisfied. Then (3) is equivalent to <DsJ, Ys) =0 by the equation <Ds

J, y) +<J, Ys) =0, which is derive<}i. .£rom the assumption <J, y) = O.
The converse will be easily shown. We summarize up the above result

as follows:

THEOREM 8. Let r be the intersection of the indicatrix with the geodesic
surface generated by a normal geodesic C=y(s) in Mzn (n>2). Given a non
zero constant kr;h there is the one-to-one correspondence between a J acobi field J
along C satisfying <J, y(s» = <DsJ, Ys)=O and a Jacobi field "along r
satisfying <aqK, duIda) = 0; the corresJ!tittflence is given by kOJi= L (y(s» "a Yai.

Suppose that a point Y2 is a conjugate point to Y1 along the normal geo
desic C==y(s). Theorem 7 shows the,.6xistence of a Jacobi field J which sa-
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tisfies the condition stated in Theorem 8 and vanishes at Yl and yz. There
fore it is seen from Theorem 8 that the corresponding points Y1 and Yz of
the geodesic T are conjugate. Suppose conversely that Yz is a conjugate poi
nt to a point Y1 along r. Then there exists a Jacohi field " along r which
vanishes at Y1 and Yz, and (4) of Lemma 4 shows that" satisfies the con·
dition in Theorem 8, because of <of, du/do) =0. Therefore Theorem 8
shows that the points Yl and Yz of C corresponding to Y1 and Y2 respec
tively are conjugate along C.

The above fact holds good for any normal geodesic, by which the geo
desic surface under consideration is generated.

Consequently we can state

COROLLARY. Let S be the geodesic surface generated by a geodesic r on the
indicatrix, and let Yz be a conjugate point to a point YL along r. Then the
point of intersection of any normal geodesic C on S with the ray through Y2 is
conjugate to the point of intersection of C with the ray through Y1•

Thus we may imagine such a figure as a folding fan; the pivot is the
origin of Fxft, the paper is a geodesic surface and the ribs are rays con
sisting of conjugate points along any normal geodesic on the paper. It is
well-known (*Theorem 41. 2) that a conjugate point P to Q is, roughly
speaking, such that there exists a field of geodesics with one-parameter
which go from Pto Q. Therefore many fans with common ribs are in layers.
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